Methionine-oxidized horse heart cytochrome c. III. Ascorbate reduction and the methionine-80-sulfur-iron linkage.
The ascorbate reduction of the CT-cytochromes--two chemically generated forms of horse heart cytochrome c, FIII and FII, with both methionines, 80 and 65, as methionine sulfoxides, no iron-sulfur linkage, and potentiometric and physiological oxidoreduction properties distinct from those of the native protein and one another (J. Pande et al., 1987)--has been investigated using a stopped-flow technique. The reaction was monitored at 550 nm, and studies were conducted in 10 mM phosphate + 0.17 M NaCl buffer, pH 7.4. Both CT-cytochromes are reduced by triphasic profiles, a faster and an intermediate ascorbate-dependent reaction and a slow, ascorbate-independent process. Both CT-cytochromes contain three molecular forms in slow equilibrium, two reducing directly by reaction with ascorbate and a third through conversion to one of the reducible forms. Like the reaction of the native protein, the ascorbate dependence of both the rapid and the intermediate process is nonlinear, approaching saturation values at high concentrations. The ascorbate profiles of the pseudo-first-order reduction constants are typical of the model for the reduction reaction of the unmodified protein, binding followed by a first-order reduction reaction (Myer et al., 1980; Myer and Kumar, 1984), but with distinct kinetic parameters, the first-order reduction constants and the protein-ascorbate stability constants. It has been concluded that the functional-conformational differences between the two CT-cytochromes are not operational to any significant extent in the reduction reaction with ascorbate. The methionine-80-sulfur-iron linkage of the protein is not a crucial requirement for the ascorbate reduction of the protein. The mechanism of the reaction in the main is also insensitive to the replacement of Met-80-S from heme coordination and/or the associated conformational-oxidoreduction properties of the protein. Of the two aspects of the reaction, the efficiency of the electron-transfer reaction and the stability of the ascorbate dianion-protein complex, the former is dependent on the integrity of the structural-conformational state of the molecule.